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1. Pony Island
2. Enter Pony

3. The Machine
4. Sanctuary
5. The Island

6. Adventure Awry
7. Beelzebub

8. Louey's Playhouse
9. Louey's Playhouse (Puzzle Remix)

10. Escape
11. Hop, Skip, and a Neigh
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When you play this game, all your Call of Dudebro friends will ask you why you're playing a game about high school girls. They
might even make some sort of lolicon joke. This is because they are boys and you are a man. A man can play a game about high
school girls without feeling his masculinity is threatened.. Too few features. Way too few. Use Scribus or Microsoft Publisher
instead.. I got this on sale for $2.59 during a Tom Clancy Sale. Here is the thing with this game, it is difficult further along into
the game. As long as you make good decisions, and apply real-world tactics to this game, you will succeed. Sending all your
troops in to smash and bash the enemy will not work. It can be slow-paced at times, which means that it is not based off of your
reaction time, but the best strategy. I would highly recommend this game to someone who has time, patience, and who likes
strategy games.. Head Shot . This is a pretty nice game where they combined Counter Strike and Team Fortress . It has great
graphics but i also saw some bad things .
I saw that there are no enough player moovement , when you watch your ennemy walking or running , the moovement are
missing , they are like , sliding on theirselves . Well , i also realised that sometimes , i get some FPS drop . Hope they will fix
that .
Otherwise , this game can be very addictive .. I waited so long for this game, Love dinosaurs and couldn't wait to have a real
game with them in VR. This is not a game, not even a okay tech demo, this is litterly crap that I bought. FIrst thing I noticed is
the horrific graphics quality, some here say it looked great and the game is awesome. I can tell you they are either working for
the company that made this or are 3 yrs old and don't know any better. It is so blurry the game, and so incredibly bad looking,
like a game from the late 90's. The game play is a joke, cause there is none, you can explore, yeah right.....you can explore a
20ft radius with nothing to do, you litterally put fake gloves on that don't sync to where your actual hands are and then shake a
bush here and there for 20sec at a time to collect fruit for no good reason. Thought I was going to be able to walk around in this
open world, NOPE, you teleport which is horrible and there is no place to go cause you can only teleport 20ft in only certain
directions. The animations are all pre defined and horrible, you litterally stand there while a really fake looking dinosuar walks
right through you like your not there. I thought I can drive a jeep, NOPE, you ride in one while a robot drives and you look
around at the worse dino animations and horrific quality forest. I feel like I was scammed, they tried to make this feel like an
amazing open world with AI dinosuars, game play, awesome graphics, and instead gave us a half♥♥♥♥♥demo. The idea that
people liked this and don't work for the company is hilarious.

The good:
You can refund your money

The Bad:
Bad Graphics
Teleporting
Horrible pre-defined animations
No game play besides collecting fruit and wood....yes you heard that right
Price is a joke!.
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. Part of a series, this continuation is on par with the others.
A bit on the simplistic side, with some puzzles thrown in with the usual hidden object games, if you're intermediate and above,
this will be a quick game. It has some extras thrown in... Games to play with your dog if you complete all the puzzles and find
all the little dog metals. Concept art, wall papers, stuff like that.
All in all, it's a nice little addition to the series but not something one would strain their brain on.
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Responsive and Active Dev. Great game and team.. TL;DR at the bottom of the review

So let me get this out of the way , Among Us is infact a decent game. It however is not worth the price tag , it just doesn't have
enough content to justify it. Sure 4 bucks isn't that much money but this game is overall worth about 2 , if you're planning on
playing exclusively with friends it MAY be worth it but being a Crewmate still feels like you're an errand boy who can't really
do anything significant , I have a few ideas but I don't have anything in mind that could make the role genuinely interesting to
play long-term , it is especially a significant issue because that is the role that you'll be playing during the majority of your
playtime , being the Impostor and doing your best to deceive and keep a low profile is actually fairly enjoyable , the biggest
problem I can see is that if people travel in groups (which in defense of the game rarely happens) it can make the match
unwinnable for a single Impostor

There is a single map (I think , it feels the same every round) and 3-10 players , 1-3 of them being imposters which have to kill
the rest of the players and additionally being able to sabotge equipment as a distraction and hide in vents. Murder mystery in
space is a fun and interesting concept but the game simply is just not worth 4 bucks in it's current state , cosmetics are cool and
all but what I would like to see is a new map (preferably a bigger one , although the current one is not small) and more complex
and varying tasks that could perhaps grant more points , being a crewmate after a while is very stale because you essentially just
run around doing very simple errands until you A.get stabbed .B find someone else that has been stabbed or wait for someone
else to do so or C.start an emergency meeting or wait for someone else to do so either out of boredom or because somebody is
apparently acting "suspicious".

I really like Innersloth as a developer and I like the core idea of this game as well but until more non-cosmetic content is added I
cannot recommend this , they seem to be actively pushing out mini-patches so I believe (and hope) that we'll see something
bigger soon.

To sum it up:

Pros ;
-The game definitely has a charm
-Crossplatform.
-An interesting take on the idea of murder mystery.

Cons :
-Lack of content.
-No counterplay , just baseless and vague accusations.

The game is very simple which is not always a bad thing but in this case it is rendering the game un-fun long term , atleast for
me , as another review that I saw said there's no real counterplay , just baseless accusations . You can also get it for free on
mobile if you're really dying to give it a try.. I love it. And for everyone who hates it just because it's different from Gratuitous
Space Battles, and base your argument on hating it on that, go away. It's simply part of the same series of games, but that doesn't
mean it can't be different. Just because it's different from the last game doesn't mean it's horrible. In fact, I love it. The
customization aspect of both games is great, the mechanics from both games are solid, the graphics aren't the best, but I like the
art style. It seems that many people hate that it's a Tower Defense, or maybe hate the asymmetric gameplay. Personally, I like
both games and have both installed.. This is a very difficult and enjoyable adventure game. There are lot's of ways to accomplish
things. Only recommend if you like a challange. Even with a walkthough in front of you, this game is difficult :). All great skins,
my personal favourite is the Toxic Jungle Dilo. This was a really cute rpgmaker game for Halloween that I played this year and I
really enjoyed it!
Story
8/10
The story wasn't anything extremely special, but it was very short and sweet. The characters were all very cute and the small
story felt interesting and decently written.
Art
9/10
All the sprites and character portraits were very well designed and everything had a very cute Halloween feel
Sound
7/10
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The music and sounds were good but pretty average and nothing too special but still appealing.
Gameplay
8/10
This is your typical rpgmaker puzzle game, with decently easy to solve puzzles, however one point I got stuck but I just looked
up a walkthrough, however I probably got stuck due to my bad puzzle solving skills lol. But overall the puzzles were fun and not
to challenging.
Overall 8/10
I recommend this game to play around Halloween since it's made for that time of year, but I feel you can play it anytime of the
year. It was a very cute and enjoyable experience, and the jumpscares were not very scary and there were not very many so if
you're worried about them don't be. This game was a great and it's FREE so give it a go.
. I have never played a city builder that was just so indepth and this unique. Get it.. Plot ####

Boogie Man is trying to kill everyone. Keith needs to stop him by figuring out how to beat his traps and save everyone. Sophie
and David also return.

#### Gameplay ####

The Boogie Man set up a huge number of puzzles throughout the castle, so this explains all the clues. But since he tries to kill
everyone there's no reason for him to have set up so many puzzles or create multiple locations where Keith can learn about his
wife; unless he was expecting almost all his puzzles to fail.

#### Puzzles ####

The puzzles are ridiculously hard, such as having to arrange 3 sheep based on a poem in another part of the castle. There's a time
limit on some puzzles, so if you don't solve them before continuing with the story you can't get the best ending.

#### Replayability ####

There's multiple endings but they don't relate to the choices you make. Fortunately you don't have to play the whole game twice.

#### Final thoughts ####

I don't recommend this due to just how difficult it is to progress through this game and the very specific choices you have to
make to get a good ending.. I agree they should of waited until they were done with the Alpha phase.
Waited about 15 mins until 3 people joined. Maps are too big.
 Could do better with models of the guns and players.
Not to much to say about the game other than it sucks.
It needs a♥♥♥♥♥♥ton more of updating and until then, I am going to play other games.
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